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Abstract
Let X1, . . . , Xn, Y be not necessarily abelian multiplicative groups. We identify a class of group homomorphisms hi : Xi → Y
for i = 1, n such that both the solvability and the set of solutions of
h1(x1) . . . hn(xn) = y,
can be characterized. This generalizes a result of Cain [B. Cain, Group homomorphisms hi such that h1(x1) + · · · + hn(xn) = y
is solvable, Linear Algebra Appl. 360 (2003) 191–195].
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1. Introduction
Cain [1] characterized the solutions of the equation
h1(x1)+ h2(x2)+ · · · + hn(xn) = y,
where the hi ’s are certain group homomorphisms mapping multiplicative groups X i into an abelian group Y . For
n = 1, 2 he presents a similar result when Y need not be abelian. Here we extend the latter result to arbitrary n. That
is, for multiplicative groups X1, . . . , Xn, Y , which may be non-abelian, we describe a class of group homomorphisms
hi : X i → Y , such that we can characterize the solvability and the solution set of
h1(x1)h2(x2) . . . hn(xn) = y. (1)
In both the present work and the paper of Cain [1], the homomorphisms h j are supposed to have auxiliary maps with
certain properties, needed to set the conditions for the results to hold. In fact, these auxiliary mappings are very nearly
“generalized inverses”, except for the fact that they are not necessarily group homomorphisms.
Suppose h : X → Y is a homomorphism of groups: then a weak generalized inverse for h is a mapping h∧ : Y → X
for which
hh∧h = h.
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If in particular h∧ is also a group homomorphism, we shall call it a generalized inverse. The products
ph = h∧h : X → Y, qh = hh∧ : Y → Y
are both idempotent, in the sense that
p2h = ph ◦ ph = ph, q2h = qh ◦ qh = qh,
although they are not in general homomorphisms. Also, we do not necessarily have
h∧hh∧ = h∧.
In this note we are interested in equations
(h ⊗ k)(x, z) = y
associated with homomorphisms h : X → Y and k : Z → Y arriving at a common group. Here we write
(h, k)(x, z) = (h(x), k(z)), (h ⊗ k)(x, z) = h(x)k(z).
For when X = Z , we shall write
(h · k)(x) = h(x)k(x), I (x) = x, J (x) = x−1, 1(x) = 1.
We begin by looking for a non-commutative group analogue of a linear result ([2], Theorem 10.3.3) concerning
“exactness”.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose h : X → Y and k : Y → Z are group homomorphisms. Then there is an implication
(k′ ◦ k) · (h ◦ h′) = I ⇒ k−1(1) ⊆ h(X), (2)
and conversely provided
h = h ◦ h∧ ◦ h and k = k ◦ k∧ ◦ k. (3)
If k ◦ h = 1 is the constant homomorphism then the left hand side of (2) implies regularity (3).
Proof. If the left hand side of (2) holds, then since k′ is a homomorphism there is the implication, for y ∈ Y ,
ky = 1⇒ y = k′(1) · h(h′(y)) = h(h′(y)) ∈ h(X).
Also, if h = hh∧h and k = kk∧k, then there is the implication
(J · (k∧ ◦ k))(Y ) ⊆ k−1(1) ⊆ h(X) = (h ◦ h′)(Y )⇒ (k∧ ◦ k) · (h ◦ h′) = I,
where h′ = h∧ ◦ (I · (J ◦ k∧ ◦ k)).
Finally, if k ◦ h = 1, then
(k′ ◦ k) · (h ◦ h′) = I ⇒ k = k ◦ (k′ ◦ k) · k ◦ (h ◦ h′) = k ◦ k′ ◦ k. 
Theorem 1.2. Let Y denote a multiplicative group with identity 1. For i = 1, n, let X i be a multiplicative group
and hi : X i → Y be a homomorphism, such that there exist a map h−i : Y → X i satisfying hih−i hi = hi and set
Hi = hih−i : Y → Y . Set
Pi (y) = Hi (y)(HiHn(y))−1, i = 1, n − 1, Pn(y) = Hn(y)y−1
and Q(y) = P1(y)P2(y) · · · Pn(y). Let y ∈ Y .
(i) If Q(y) = 1 then
xi = h−i (y(Hn(y))−1), i = 1, n − 1,
xn = h−n (y)
(4)
is a solution of the Eq. (1).
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(ii) Suppose that
HiHnh j = Hi+1h j , i = 1, n − 1, j = 1, i, (5)
HiHnh j = Hih j , i = 1, n − 1, j = i + 1, n − 1, (6)
(Note: (5) says nothing when n = 1 and (6) says nothing when n = 1 and n = 2.)
If Hi is a homomorphism for i = 1, n and (1) has a solution, then Q(y) = 1 and for every ai ∈ X i , i = 1, n,
let
xi = h−i (w−1i y[Hn(w−1n y)]−1(δi )−1(hi (ai ))−1)ai , i = 1, n − 1,
xn = h−n (w−1n y[hn(an)]−1)an
(7)
where
w1 = 1, δn−1 = 1
wi = h1(a1)h2(a2) . . . hi−1(ai−1), i = 2, n
δi = hi+1(ai+1) . . . hn−1(an−1), i = 1, n − 2.
Then (7) gives a solution of (1).
(Note: By using the convention that the product of an empty set of factors from Y is 1 we could avoid defining
w1 and δn−1 separately.)
(iii) Let h−i (1) be the identity of X i , for each i = 1, n, and (1) have a solution; then every solution of (1) is given by
(7).
Proof. (i) Notice that
Pi (y) = hi
(
h−i (y)[h−i Hn(y)]−1
)
, i = 1, n − 1,
Pn(y) = hn(h−n (y)) · y−1.
Now, Q(y) = 1 implies that(
n−1∏
i=1
hi
(
h−i (y)[h−i Hn(y)]−1
))
· hn(h−n (y)) = y.
(ii) Letting s1, . . . , sn denote the given solution of (1) and using (5) and (6) we get for when i < n
Pi (y) = Pi (h1(s1) . . . hn(sn)) =
(
n∏
j=1
Hih j (s j )
)(
n∏
j=1
HiHnh j (s j )
)−1
=
(
n∏
j=1
Hih j (s j )
)
[HiHnhn(sn)]−1
(
n−1∏
j=i+1
HiHnh j (s j )
)−1 ( i∏
j=1
HiHnh j (s j )
)−1
=
(
n−1∏
j=1
Hih j (s j )
)(
n−1∏
j=i+1
Hih j (s j )
)−1 ( i∏
j=1
Hi+1h j (s j )
)−1
=
(
i∏
j=1
Hih j (s j )
)(
i∏
j=1
Hi+1h j (s j )
)−1
which implies that
Q(y) = h1(s1)h2(s2) . . . hn(sn) · y−1 = 1.
Now, suppose that xi , i = 1, n are given by (7) and that (5) and (6) hold and all the Hi ’s are homomorphisms. When
i < n we have
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hi (xi ) = [Hi (wi )]−1Hi (y)[HiHn(y)]−1HiHn(wn)(Hiδi )−1
= [Hi (wi )]−1Pi (y)
(
n−1∏
j=1
HiHnh j (a j )
)(
n−1∏
j=i+1
Hih j (a j )
)−1
= [Hi (wi )]−1Pi (y)
(
i∏
j=1
Hi+1h j (a j )
)(
n−1∏
j=i+1
Hih j (a j )
)(
n−1∏
j=i+1
Hih j (a j )
)−1
= [Hi (wi )]−1Pi (y)Hi+1(wi+1),
and for i = n
hn(xn) = [Hn(wn)]−1Hn(y) = [Hn(wn)]−1Pn(y) · y.
Obviously,
h1(x1)h2(x2) . . . hn(xn) = Q(y)y = y.
(iii) If ai , i = 1, n is a solution of the equation (1) then for i = 1, n − 1
w−1i y[Hn(w−1n y)]−1δ−1i = w−1i y[Hnhn(an)]−1δ−1i = w−1i y[hn(an)]−1δ−1i = hi (ai ),
and
w−1n y = hn(an).
When these are substituted into (7), the assumption that h−i (1) is the identity in X i gives xi = ai . So (7) gives every
solution. 
Remark. 1◦ The condition HiHnh j = Hi+1h j is equivalent to the condition HiHnH j = Hi+1H j and the condition
HiHnh j = Hih j is equivalent to HiHnH j = HiH j . When n > 2 for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, (5) and (6) imply
that
HiHnH j =
{
Hi+1H j for j = 1, i
HiH j for j = i + 1, n − 1
By definition HiHnhn = Hihn , i.e. HiHnHn = HiHn .
2◦ If hn maps Xn onto Y and is invertible then the condition (6) is always satisfied, since Hn is the identity
homomorphism.
3◦ When n = 1 and n = 2 our results agree with those in [1]. Recall that when n = 1 both (5) and (6) contribute
nothing and (6) contributes nothing when n = 2. The equation h1(x) = y has a solution if and only if Q(y) = 1
which is equivalent to H1(y) = y. In this case the set of solutions is described by x = h−(y(h(u))−1)u, for every
u ∈ X1.
It can easily be seen that in the case n = 2, the theorem of this note reduces to the proposition from [1].
Corollary 1.1. Let X, Y, Z denote multiplicative groups and let 1 denote the identity of Z. Let a : X → Z and
b : Y → Z be homomorphisms such that there exist maps a− : Z → X and b− : Z → Y satisfying aa−a = a and
bb−b = b. Set A = aa− : Z → Z and B = bb− : Z → Z. For w ∈ Z, let
Q(w) = A(w)(AB(w))−1B(w)w−1. (8)
Suppose that
ABa = Ba
and z ∈ Z.
(i) If Q(z) = 1, then x = a−(z)[a−B(z)]−1, y = b−(z) is a solution of the equation
a(x)b(y) = z. (9)
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(ii) If A and B are homomorphisms and (9) has a solution, then Q(z) = 1 and
x = a−
(
z
(
B([a(u)]−1z)
)−1 [a(u)]−1) u, (10)
y = b−
(
[a(u)]−1z[b(v)]−1
)
v (11)
is a solution of (9), for every u ∈ X and v ∈ Y .
(iii) If a−(1) is the identity of X and b−(1) is the identity of Y and if a(u)b(v) = z, then from (10) it follows x = u
and y = v. Hence, every solution of (9) is given by (10).
Remark. 4◦ Denote byMm the set of all invertible square matrices of order m. If we apply our result for solving the
matrix equation
(A1X1A
−1
1 )(A2X2A
−1
2 ) · · · (AnXnA−1n ) = C, (12)
where Ai ,C are the invertible matrices fromMm (the groups here are multiplicative groups) we obtain the well-
known result that the solution set is described by
X i = Yi , (13)
Xn = A−1n (An−1Yn−1A−1n−1)−1 · · · (A1Y1A−11 )−1CAn, (14)
for arbitrary matrices Yi ∈M, i = 1, n − 1.
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